Every animal we rescue, rehabilitate and re-home has a unique story about how they came into our care –
whether they were abandoned, abused or neglected, all animals get a second chance at finding happiness
with their forever family. Without support from our donors, sponsors and partners we can’t continue this life
changing work. Please donate today – give a voice to those who cannot speak for themselves.

Beans was a curious case from the minute he came into our care; at 3 days
old, he was seized by our protection agents as part of a cruelty investigation
and immediately brought to the Companion Animal Hospital in dire need of
care. As per the medical notes in his file, Beans was missing part of his right
front leg with the bones “protruding from raw, oozing stump. Also missing
most of tail.” It’s thought that this trauma might have been inflicted by the
mother cat, which can sometimes happen in very stressful situations either due
to a difficult birth or hazardous living conditions (i.e. no food or water, no
medical attention, no hygiene, etc) Beans needed constant care from a dedicated foster and for the first few weeks of his life, everywhere his foster mom
went, Beans went. Bottle feedings and litter training were only one small part
of this tiny guy’s start in life; he needed a significant amount of recovery time for his wounds to heal and so he could adjust to having only three legs. He showed no signs of slowing down, and was always eager to meet new people and make
his adventures. So when he was adopted by a long-time supporter with a large family of pets, everyone was so happy to
know that Beans would have some pet companions. Now in his happy forever home, he rules the roost; even though he’s
the youngest, he’s the boss – often chasing his cat and dog siblings to initiate playtime!

Domesticated rats are not everyone’s ideal pet but for some, these intelligent and social creatures make the perfect companion. Timothy and Martin
were found with their family (6 rats in total) inside a cat carrier at a Hamilton-area park. A passerby with a kind soul brought them to the HBSPCA to
give them a chance at a happy and healthy life. This rat family was sadly
abandoned, like many pets who come to the shelter. Rats can be entertaining and affectionate, they love to cuddle and if handled frequently on a
regular basis can make very devoted and affectionate pets. Rats do best
when they’re given social time with their adoptive family a few hours per
day outside of their enclosures so this was something carefully considered
when matching this pair to their forever home. And what a match it was!
These rats have settled right in with their new family and everyone is having so much fun! They are climbing and cuddling, hanging out in the family room most evenings, and usually after dinner, they have playtime for a few hours before
everyone goes off to bed! They get a lot of cuddles and snuggles and are given treats every night - fresh blueberries
and watermelon are their favourites! What lucky rats they are – chances are they would not have survived more than 24
hours after being abandoned and now they will have long, healthy and happy lives with a loving and caring adoptive
family – best outcome possible.
Bella & Lacey came into our care through the HBSPCA Protections Department as part of a group of 27 mixed/Siamese cats that were living at one
address. All the cats were being fed regularly and there was a wellorganized litterbox cleaning and grooming schedule, but the number of
cats at one residence had become unmanageable. This is the perfect example of why spaying/neutering pets is the best way to help them live a happy, healthy life. HBSPCA agents rescued all the cats, who were then assessed by a team of vets at the Companion Animal Hospital. Bella & Lacey
had a few quirks, like many of the others in their group, likely due to some
degree of inbreeding – Bella’s head permanently tilts to the left a bit and
Lacey’s eyes are crossed. Neither condition has any long term implications
for their health; there is no special medication required and they will both
live as long as any other regular cat. This pair were bonded together, as
were many from the group, and needed a bit of extra attention to get
them to come out of their shells. It didn’t take long for the right adopter to
step up and commit to this adorable pair – it can be a challenge to adopt
out a bonded pair, especially if they’re shy or they look a little different
than the average kitty. Thankfully, this pair’s stay at the shelter was pretty
brief and it didn’t take them long to settle into their forever home together.
Their happily ever after is all about playing together, napping together,
cuddling together and bringing two times the amount of joy to their
adopters.
Bolt came into the shelter with a fairly large litter of siblings and no mother
to care for them due to an unfortunate event. The staff at the HBSPCA took
him in like one of their own, offering kindness, love and compassion to get
him started off on the right paw. He was given constant care and was closely monitored to make sure he was developing well without his mom. With the
help of a dedicated foster mom, he grew bigger and stronger over the next
few months and his future was looking bright. But upon his adoption/first vet
visit, Bolt was diagnosed with what is called mucinosis, which is a common
condition in the Sharpei-mixes, effecting breathing and sinuses, due to the
breed’s distinctive features of a scrunched up, deeply wrinkled face. This
caused him to get pustules on his skin as well as fluid pockets on his ear flaps, making him uncomfortable and irritable.
With plenty of help from the Companion Animal Hospital, Bolt’s health problems were brought under control and now
he lives the good life: hiking, camping and adventuring almost every weekend with his adoptive family. His mom couldn’t be happier that this little pup was saved from what could have been a sad, short life by the sheer will and empathy
of a dedicated team of volunteers and staff at the HBSPCA.

